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Moderator:

Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the conference call to discuss the
consolidated financial results of IIFL Holdings Limited for the
financial year and quarter ended March 31, 2016. I would now like to
hand the conference over to Mr. Venkataraman – Managing Director,
IIFL Holdings Limited. Thank you, and over to you, sir.

R Venkataraman:

Good afternoon, everybody. On behalf of team IIFL, I thank you for
joining us on this call. I am R. Venkataraman and I am accompanied
by Mr. Nirmal Jain, our Group Chairman; Mr. Prabodh Agarwal –
Group CFO of IIFL Holdings Limited; Mr. Milind Gandhi – CFO of
India Infoline Finance Limited and Mr. Parag Shah – CFO of our
broking and agency businesses.
As you are aware, we are a diversified financial services group with
multiple businesses through our various subsidiaries. In today’s call,
we would be referring to our consolidated numbers unless otherwise
specifically stated as it provides a true and fair representation of our
performance.
Further, any of us, may make some forward-looking statements based
upon management’s current expectations during the call today.
However, the actual results may vary significantly. Therefore, the
accuracy or completeness of these expectations cannot be guaranteed.
In line with expectations, RBI, in its first bi-monthly policy for FY17,
cut interest rates by 25 bps. Overall, the policy stance remains
accommodative, with the focus clearly on inflation targeting. We
expect the RBI to maintain an accommodative interest rate regime
during the rest of the year. All of this however, depends on how the
monsoon pans out. In the meanwhile, we are seeing some green shoots
of recovery.
Global cues are mixed, if not weak. China and Japan are expected to
further slowdown over the next two years. The Federal Reserve’s
views on interest rates and state of US economy will have a major
impact on markets globally. The bright spots in an otherwise volatile
domestic capital markets is the encouraging response to IPOs.
Strategic investment by General Atlantic
The acquisition of equity stake by General Atlantic (GA), a leading
global private equity growth firm, in IIFL Wealth Management Ltd has
been fully completed. GA has invested the following amounts:
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INR 904 Cr through a combination of fresh equity shares and
exercise of warrants
INR 159 Cr worth equity shares from IIFL Wealth employees
in a secondary transaction
Current shareholding pattern stands at IIFL Holdings - 60.8%,
GA - 24.4%, Employees - 14.8%

Post conversion of all ESOPs, on fully diluted basis, the shareholding
pattern will be: IIFL Holdings - 53.9%, GA - 21.6% and IIFL Wealth
employees - 24.5%.
IIFL Wealth Finance Ltd


IIFL Wealth Finance, a wholly-owned NBFC subsidiary of
IIFL Wealth, has commenced operations in February 2016 with
equity share capital of INR 900 Cr.



This NBFC, as we have articulated earlier, will focus on capital
market related lending typically to its HNI clientele.

Awards and Accolades received during the quarter


‘India's Most Trusted Financial Service Brand (Non-Bank)’ by
the Brand Trust Report India Study 2016. This was an intensive
survey covering 20,000 brands across the country.



Winner at ‘Euromoney Private Banking and Wealth
Management Survey, 2016’ in 3 categories:
 The Best Private Banking Services Overall, India
 The Best Family Office Services, India
 The Best Research and Asset Allocation Advice, India
Winner at World Quality Congress: Stars of the Industry in the
category of ‘Best Customer Service in Financial sector’.




Dr. Sarika Kulkarni, CEO of IIFL Foundation, was presented
with the prestigious ‘100 Most Impactful CSR Leaders Award
(Global Listing)’at World CSR Day.

With this I will now handover the mike to Mr. Prabodh Agarwal to
take you through the numbers.
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Prabodh Agarwal:

Thank you. Good afternoon, everybody. We achieved a healthy 14%
YoY growth in full year FY16, net profits to INR 511 crores. And 4%
YoY growth in fourth quarter FY16, net profits to INR 137 crores. Our
consolidated net-worth is now nearly INR 3,000 crores on which we
earn ROE of 18.7% and ROA of 2.4% for FY16. During the quarter,
we achieved robust growth in our NBFC and wealth businesses while
capital market activity has declined due to adverse market conditions.
Last year, NBFC contributed to two-third of our bottom line; wealth
contributed to 25% and the balance came from capital market business.
Giving you some more details on the NBFC business: The NBFC
registered rather strong quarter of financial performance. Our year end
AUM stands at INR 19,514 crores, up 21% YoY. Our loan book stands
at INR 17,700 crores; also up 21% YoY. Loan growth of 21% was
driven by retail mortgages, CV and SME loans. Retail mortgage loans
grew 89% YoY and now constitute 41% of our loan book.
CV loans grew 93% YoY and now constitute 10% of our loan book.
On the other hand, there was decline in the loan book of large
mortgages and gold. Capital market related loans grew in single digits.
Now, this is part of our conscious strategy to de-risk our loan books
and make it more retail focused. Retail loans now constitute nearly
80% of our loan book and this share is expected to go up further as we
intend to move some large ticket capital market loans to the Wealth
NBFC.
Nearly 40% of our loans are PSL complaint. The share of PSL
complaint loans will go up further as we focus on the retail segment.
There is a very strong appetite for both PSL and non-PSL loans from
PSU and private banks which should create opportunities for us to
securitise more. NIMs have declined due to higher share of lower
yielding loans. As I mentioned, this is due to our conscious strategy of
rebalancing our portfolio.
Operating cost ratios have declined slightly but, there is a sufficient
scope for improvement as we achieve greater economies of scale in our
individual products. Our focus on digitisation and analytics should
further help improve our operating efficiencies besides enhancing
customer experience. Gross NPAs and net NPA ratios have fallen to
1.44% and 0.54% respectively as on March 31, 2016 versus 1.56% and
0.61% in the previous quarter.
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Our NPAs remain at low level and the provision coverage is
comfortable. We have created additional provisions well in excess of
RBI norms and our own internal norms. Against gross NPAs of INR
255 crores, we have specific provisioning of INR 159 crores and
general provisioning of INR70 crores giving us total provision
coverage of 89.7%. Net profits for consolidated NBFC grew by 18%
YoY for fourth quarter FY16 and by 12% YoY for the full year. Our
CAR of 17.7% includes tier 1 CAR of 11.7% well above the minimum
regulatory requirement. Our consolidated NBFC ROE was 16.9% last
year and ROA was 1.8% - both very healthy numbers.
Brief on Wealth: Fourth quarter FY16 PAT was up 28% YoY INR
46.4 crores while full year PAT was up 52% YoY to INR169 crores.
Total assets under advice, distribution, and management have grown
12% YoY to INR 79,518 crores. On the capital market business, our
revenues and profits declined on YoY basis for the full year and for the
quarter as market volumes declined and commission rates were under
pressure. However, we are also able to bring down our operating cost
and the segment still remains very profitable for us.
I think with that I will conclude and leave the floor open for Q&A.
Moderator:

Thank you very much, sir. Ladies and gentlemen, we will now begin
the question-and-answer session. The first question is from the line of
Anita Rangan from HSBC Asset Management. Please go ahead.

Anita Rangan:

Since you are increasing your CV exposure, what is the kind of
customer profile you are looking at in the CV side and what kind of
vehicle segments? And my second is on your mortgage retail portfolio,
what is the customer profile here and what kind of ticket sizes are you
exploring in retail?

Prabodh Agarwal:

On the commercial vehicle segment, we have lent to HCV, LCV and
SCV. Our largest exposure is to the HCV segment where in terms of
value 79% of loans are to HCV, about 13% of our loans are to LCV
and about 8% to the SCV segment. In terms of customers, we have
target single truck operators, a small fleet operator as well as large
operators. The share of large fleet operators is actually small. The other
two will be larger.

Milind Gandhi:

And in terms of the mortgages, our average ticket size for home loan is
between INR 25 lakhs to INR 30 lakhs which has slightly come down
with our focus on the lower segment of housing loans.
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Anita Rangan:

And I have one more question. On your capital side on the NBFC
business in terms of like Tier 1 is around 11.7% and overall capital is
17.7%. So what are your plans in terms of raising capital for growth?

R Venkataraman:

Actually, if you see, as you have pointed out our capital adequacy ratio
stands at the end of the fiscal year at 17.7%. We will be taking steps to
address this capital issue. We can obviously raise Tier 2 capital
because we have adequate cushion there. We can also securitise, down
sell the loan and also raise fresh equity. The board will explore all such
options and arrive at an optimal capital structure.

Moderator:

Thank you. The next question is from the line of Shiv Kumar from
Unifi Capital.

Shiv Kumar:

Sir, on the AUM growth was good at 21% year-on-year. But on a
quarter-on-quarter basis, it was a bit muted at 3%. Any reason for the
low growth in Q4?

Prabodh Agarwal:

So basically, we de-grew some of the business segments that I
mentioned before. We de-grew the large builder loans. There was also
a small decline in the capital market exposure. Even the gold loans
actually have grown QoQ in the last quarter but, the first two items
they actually declined. And therefore, overall loan growth has slowed
down.

Shiv Kumar:

And, was there any migration of the capital loans from the NBFC
through the newly setup IIFL Wealth Finance and to what extent?

R Venkataraman:

Yes, we have seen de-growth in this capital market book which fell
roughly in the last quarter and as we had articulated in the conference
call earlier, we have capitalised the NBFC of the wealth subsidiary and
a portion of the capital market book has been shifted there. This is
typically the non-retail segment which we call as the HNI segment
seeking capital funding against the capital market instruments.

Shiv Kumar:

AUM of IIFL Wealth Finance?

Prabodh Agarwal:

The capital base is INR 900 crores and the loan book as of 31 March
2016 was only about INR 100 crores.

Shiv Kumar:

Sir, can we assume that given that, the loan mix has reached this level
which you believe is a target mix. Can we believe that the spreads
would more or less stabilise at these levels or actually improve
depending on the cost of borrowings?

Nirmal Jain:

IIFL Wealth or IIFL Finance?
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Shiv Kumar:

Sir, I am talking about the NBFC?

Nirmal Jain:

In IIFL Wealth NBFC, the funds that have been invested in NBFC
came in on the last day of the quarter (on 30 March 2016) from
General Atlantic. This NBFC will be scaled up this year. But I think,
spreads can be maintained. As Prabodh mentioned, we are improving
the quality of portfolio by focusing more on home loans and may be
other retail loans. But, at the same time, we will also benefit from
falling interest rates and reducing operating costs, our cost-to-income
becoming better with the growth in the loan book.

Shiv Kumar:

Sir, last question would be the cost-to-income ratio of NBFC which
was like almost stable at 45.6% and definitely a bit on the higher side.
Are there any actions been taken by the management to bring this
down going forward and is there any target which the management has
in mind?

Milind Gandhi:

On a full fiscal year basis, the ratio is 45% which is flat. But if you
look at on a Q4 basis, there is already a 200 basis points reduction
which is 43%.

Shiv Kumar:

So for Q4 it is 43%, sir?

Prabodh Agarwal:

Going forward, the cost ratio should be declining. We still do not have
the economies of scale in most of our products and as we get better
economies of scale, the cost ratio should be declining. We are also
taking a lot of digital initiatives; for example, we started e-surveillance
for all our gold loan branches that has reduced manpower requirements
across all our 1,000 gold loan branches. Employee cost actually has
declined QoQ in the fourth quarter versus third quarter. But I suppose
there is lot of scope for the cost ratios to decline as we move further on
the digitisation front as well as achieve greater economies of scale.

Shiv Kumar:

Sir, any update on the branch network rationalisation which you did
during this quarter and the final branch network which you have as on
date?

R Venkataraman:

As we have said earlier, branch rationalisation is an ongoing process
and as of now, we have an optimum network across the length and
breadth to the country. We have roughly about 1,050 branches catering
to the NBFC business. When I say catering to the NBFC business, it
means they are predominately NBFC. Total number of branches
including wealth, broking and other businesses are about 1,200. If you
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include the sub-brokers, then we have a point of sales presence across
the country of around 2,400.
Shiv Kumar:

And if I can ask one more question. I just wanted your view on the
employee cost of the Wealth business? In Q4, we see that the
employee cost has again risen by 33% QoQ. So how should we
actually estimate the employee cost going forward?

R Venkataraman:

We believe, wealth is in the growth stage and in India, wealth
represents a huge opportunity. In the services business, our key
element of the cost is manpower. As we had articulated in the
conference call of last time, we would continue to expand our team.
One phase of hiring has happened but given the opportunity I think this
hiring will continue. So to say that we have stopped hiring and now we
will see full benefits of the team is a wrong statement. And for the
specific answer to the last quarter why this Wealth manpower cost has
gone up, it is simply because of bonus provisions which typically
happen in the fourth quarter.

Shiv Kumar:

Sir, and roughly what will be the team size of Wealth business and
how it has grown over the last quarter, can you share?

Prabodh Agarwal:

Total number of employees in the Wealth is approximately 500.

Moderator:

We have the next question from the line of Anita Rangan from from
HSBC Asset Management. Please go ahead.

Anita Rangan:

Just a follow up question on IIFL Wealth. I wanted to know if this is
the subsidiary which is created with a capital infusion of INR 900
Crores. What is the plan for scaling it up and what are the segments
which you will target from the subsidiaries?

Nirmal Jain:

The Wealth subsidiary will cater to financing requirements of our HNI
or wealth customers. This subsidiary has already been set up and
towards the end of year, as on 30 March 2016, it has been capitalised
as well.

Anita Rangan:

How do you plan to like use that capital going forward?

Nirmal Jain:

The entire INR 900 crores capital has been put in the Wealth NBFC for
scaling up the NBFC business for wealth customers.

Anita Rangan:

So you will look at a size of around INR 5,000 crores to INR 6,000
crores for the wealth customers going forward?
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Nirmal Jain:

Yeah, I think book can be scalable. It has been INR 3,000 crores - INR
4,000 crores in different points in time. But it can scale up to INR
4,000 crores - INR 5,000 crores in 12-18 month’s time. We have got
about INR 80,000 crores of wealth assets so even if we meet minimal
requirement of funding for our wealth customers, we can really scale it
up.

Moderator:

Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Rohit Shimpi
from SBI Mutual Fund. Please go ahead.

Rohit Shimpi:

So I am talking about IIFL Wealth. Just tell you on the Page #14 so the
annual revenue growth income from operations was 25%, right? And
when I reconcile this with the table on Page #4 there is a financial
products distribution has seen slower growth at 16%?

Prabodh Agarwal:

The segmental classification is slightly different. The financial product
distribution will not comprise entirely of the wealth. It also comprises
life insurance and retail mutual fund distribution.

Rohit Shimpi:

So the retail businesses would have fallen in FY16, right the revenue?

Prabodh Agarwal:

Correct.

Rohit Shimpi:

And that is because of commissions or any other reason?

Prabodh Agarwal:

So one is the market volumes have fallen but the commission rates
have also declined.

Rohit Shimpi:

And this is specific to both the businesses or only for the mutual funds
business?

Prabodh Agarwal:

Both actually.

Nirmal Jain:

In life insurance business also, there has been a cap by the regulator
and that has basically affected the revenue. Going forward, we will
scale down these businesses significantly, so our cost structure in the
retail financial product distribution will come down significantly in
FY17.

Rohit Shimpi:

And the revenue decline in retail businesses of distribution is it a
volume decline or it is just the commission rate?

Nirmal Jain:

Primarily, life insurance volume declined.

Moderator:

Thank you. We have a follow up question from the line of Shiv Kumar
from Unifi Capital. Please go ahead.
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Shiv Kumar:

Sir, I just wanted some sense on this Wealth business. Because it will
be really helpful if you can explain as to which are the segments which
are driving this business and what is the future outlook for each of
these segments? Because I recollect from today’s morning comments
from Mr. Prabodh Agarwal that the mutual fund distribution is seeing
some headwinds. So can you just briefly outline as to how the
segments are panning out currently and what is the outlook?

Nirmal Jain:

In mutual funds, as you may be aware, the regulator has basically made
it very transparent and removed the entry load. We have been taking
initiatives and trying to move our clients to direct code and not charge
them any upfront but, take the fee by way of advisory fee or by way of
trail income in case of distribution business. So, in a way, lot of impact
whatever has to happen, has happened in last 6 months. So
incrementally, it should stabilise.
We have multiple revenue streams - we have family office, where we
charge advisory fee; we have discretionary assets or assets under
management where we earn advisory as well as management income.
Other than mutual fund distribution, there are also equity and other
products distribution which form part of revenue stream. Other
constituents include distribution of bonds or distribution of structured
products including FMP. Large part of impact on mutual funds has
happened in last six months, so incrementally it should stabilise.

Shiv Kumar:

And the headwinds sir, because we see from newspaper reports that
folios have been increasing compared to the historical records that we
have and there is increased participation from retail investors in the
mutual fund business. So I was a bit surprised when it was said that
mutual fund business distribution is actually creating some headwinds?

Nirmal Jain:

Mutual fund customers can go direct then they really do not have to
pay intermediary any fee as such. So the revenue pie of the industry
has shrunk and regulator has taken a conscious call. I do not know
whether you are aware, now in the statement too, there will be a
disclosure that how much is the fee in case, the client is paying and
what would have been the NAV if the client had gone on a direct code.
And that will appear not only in the first time but in all the statements
as compounded by the return of funds.
So I think, there is a clear move of moving the customers with a direct
code. And let them pay the advisory fee which is separately paid as
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unbundled fee and not as a part of fee which is recovered from the
AMCs. I think there is a structural change that our entire industry has
been passing through. The impact of that has been felt last year more
significantly. So it works out a new normal which is lower, but as I
said the entire industry will pass through this restructuring phase.
Shiv Kumar:

Sir, then can you provide the breakup of the assets from the total AUM
of IIFL Wealth like this INR 79,413 crores of AUM. Can you provide
the break up as to what is the mutual fund AUM and what is the
discretionary, non-discretionary AUM and others and obviously this
will include the IIFL Wealth Finance now?

R Venkataraman:

Broadly speaking, out of this total assets of roughly around INR
80,000 crores, about INR 48,000 crores - INR 50,000 crores will be
distribution assets which include mutual funds and third party funds.
And in the rest, there will be a portion of custody assets and where we
are giving advice including portfolio management, domestic and
offshore funds.

Shiv Kumar:

And the remaining INR 30,000 crores would be?

R Venkataraman:

INR 30,000 crores will be a mix of where we are the investment
managers say about INR 20,000 crores and the rest, about INR 10,000
crores in custody assets.

Moderator:

Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Dhaval Patel
from Axis Mutual Fund. Please go ahead.

Dhaval Patel:

My question was on your mortgage book. What percentage of your
mortgage book would be loan against property and what percentage
would be the construction finance and real estate finance?

Prabodh Agarwal:

Actually we have given a break up of our large mortgage and retail
mortgage. So the retail mortgage constitutes about 41% and the large
mortgage constitutes about 12%. Within retail mortgage, about 40%
would be home loan and the balance would be LAP.

Dhaval Patel:

Sir, in LAP what would be average ticket size and what kind of
delinquency level are we witnessing there?

Prabodh Agarwal:

So the average ticket size would be about INR 85 lakhs to INR 90
lakhs and the delinquency that we are witnessing - see it is a very
early stage, so the delinquency will be somewhere between 100 to 150
basis points.
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Moderator:

Thank you. The next question is from the line of Ravi Nayak from LIC
Nomura Mutual Fund. Please go ahead.

Ravi Nayak:

I just wanted to ask what is your size of housing loan book?

Nirmal Jain.:

The housing loan book size is currently INR 5,700 crores. This is
actually Housing Finance Company which is the subsidiary company
of our NBFC Company.

Ravi Nayak:

So it has been recently started right?

Nirmal Jain:

No, it has been there for three years but at last few years we have
scaled it up.

Ravi Nayak:

So what is the capital adequacy for that business?

Milind Gandhi:

16.74%.

Ravi Nayak:

And what will be the average ticket size?

R Venkataraman:

Average ticket size for the home loan is roughly about INR 28 lakhs.

Ravi Nayak:

You operate in Tier-1, Tier-2 cities. Can you explain just what areas
are you targeting?

Prabodh Agarwal:

We are looking at Tier-1 and Tier-2. In Tier-1, actually we operate in
Mumbai and Delhi but we operate in far suburbs of Mumbai and Delhi,
far away from the city center. In Tier-2 and Tier-3, places like UP or in
Gujarat or in Maharashtra or in south, Andhra, Tamil Nadu. So these
are all smaller places and we actually cater to different product
segments. We cater to the salaried class, the self-employed, the nonprofessional-self employed and the informal income segment. We also
target the affordable housing segment.

Ravi Nayak:

One more last question. In wholesale book, you had transferred some
of your wholesale assets to some other subsidiary, right. So could you
explain me what was the transaction?

R Venkataraman:

No, only about capital market exposure.

Ravi Nayak:

No, I was telling about builder loans, you are having certain builder
loans in your book and you had transferred to some other NBFCs?

Nirmal Jain:

No, I think you got it wrong. We have an AIF fund which is Alternate
Investment Fund where we are funding large real estate projects. But,
that is incremental or new loans so it is not something that we have
transferred the existing loans. Sometime when the fund was being
setup along with the investor, we had an understanding that we may
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house the loan for a few ways. But there is no transfer of any builder
loan but new incremental loans are being done from our alternative
investment fund. We have raised about three or four funds till now
which will continue. So what we did if you have been on our call for
last couple of years, as a strategy, we decided that large builder loans
will reduce from our NBFC. Also, they are an opportunity because
they are high yielding instrument and but at the same time, you have a
concomitant higher risk as well. So, we thought we will do it through a
pooled resource where we can get the sponsor and put in some money
in the fund. But the rest of the money can come from HNI investors or
from other investors. Incrementally, more and more projects have been
funded through AIF fund and not through NBFC.
Moderator:

Thank you. The next question is from the line of Nishchint Chawathe
from Kotak Securities. Please go ahead.

Nishchint Chawathe: I joined late so some of the questions that I am asking may be
repetitive. So may be in that case I can take it offline. Can you share
the premium collected during the year and during quarter?
R Venkataraman:

So for the last quarter, that is for the JFM quarter, it was INR45 crores.

Nishchint Chawathe: And for the full year?
R Venkataraman:

For the full year, it was INR165 crores approximately.

Nishchint Chawathe: On the Wealth side, there seems to be some element of weakness in
this quarter. So can we broadly say that the hyper growth phase in the
wealth business is kind of broadly behind us?
Nirmal Jain:

It is interesting to figure out whether we are in that phase. But at the
same time, see the base is now highly elevated so at INR 80,000
crores, I would say may be hyper growth will be difficult. But at the
same time, I do not mean the growth phase is over. So we are passing
through may be a quarter or two when we are just adjusting to the
structural change in the industry and primarily because of mutual fund
commission rates and regulatory changes.
But I would not say that the growth phase is over. Now hyper growth
how to define it is difficult, but if you ask me for the industry as such, I
think 13% - 14% growth can still come back. Do not forget that in the
last few years, we had a downturn in economy or the feel good factor
really was not there. And, most of the industries were passing through
a low demand phase. So if there is the bounce back in the economy, we
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can see lot more wealth creation opportunity in terms of exit, sell out
of business as well as the feel good factor coming back which actually
also results in inflation in your asset prices particularly the financial
assets.
Nishchint Chawathe: So would it be fair to say that if I exclude the mutual fund commission
from the total income of IIFL Wealth then the rest of the business
would have broadly grown at a similar pace?
Nirmal Jain:

I think so and may be similar pace if not faster.

Nishchint Chawathe: And on the NBFC side, can you give us a break-up of employee and
other expenses and depreciation?
Milind Gandhi:

Employee cost for the full year on NBFC consolidated is around INR
269 crores and other operating expenses are INR257 crores.

Nishchint Chawathe: And depreciation would be?
Milind Gandhi:

Depreciation is included in this INR 257 crores and is around INR 26
crores.

Nishchint Chawathe: And any specific reason why the GNPA came down in this quarter,
the fourth quarter?
Prabodh Agarwal:

So the GNPA ratios have declined, one because of the better collection
efficiencies. We saw a small blip in one of the verticals but otherwise
the GNPA ratio came down by about 12 basis points, net NPA came
down by about 7 basis points in the fourth quarter. I would say it is
better collection efficiency and better credit quality.

Nirmal Jain:

Actually in the LAP, we are also seeing that the environment is
improving. The sentiment and cash flows of SMEs are improving.
There is also activity so they are able to transfer the loan. And in fact,
we plan to move to 90 days very soon. We are tightening our
collections in all the product segments.

Nishchint Chawathe: So currently we are on what norms?
Milind Gandhi:

We are at 150 days for NBFC and 90 days for HFC.

Nishchint Chawathe: And you would want to make a migration in one year or any specific
guidance on that?
Nirmal Jain:

One year in FY17 itself. So, we will move to 90 days from FY17 itself.
We will probably try and move it as quickly as possible.
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Moderator:

Thank you. As there are no further questions from the participants, I
would now like to handover the floor to Mr. Venkataraman for closing
comments.

R. Venkataraman:

Thank you so much for participating.

Moderator:

Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of IIFL Group, that concludes this
conference. Thank you for joining us and you may now disconnect
your lines.
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